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in conjunction with some noted islamicists and under the leadership
of daniel C peterson associate professor of asian and near eastern lan-
guages at BYU several significant islamic texts are being or will be trans-
lated into english and published in order to make these texts available to
the west the first published volume of the islamic translation series phi-
losophylosophy theology and mysticism is the incoherence of the philosophers

tahafutTahafut al falasifa written by al ghazalighazala d iiiimi 1 it seems fitting to
begin such a series with a work by al ghazalighazala as he holds an esteemed place
in the islamic world however latter day saints will also find in al ghazalighazala

a remarkable individual who lived his life in the pursuit of truth and seems
to have received a degree of spiritual enlightenment after an initial discus-
sion of al ghazalisghazalfs autobiographical narrative this essay will strive to
illustrate the principle that the light of truth dacd&c 886 is available to all

sincere seekers

dissatisfaction with philosophy

abu hamid muhammad al ghazalighazala 1058 1111 was born in a village
near tus in khurasankhorasanKhurasan modern day iran 2 his life falls roughly within the
reign of the seljuk turks who had converted to islam and occupied the area
in which al ghazalighazala was born and raised as well as other areas of the islamic
empire this period proved to be particularly productive schools were
established and great learning took place in an age of outstanding scholar-
ship al ghazalighazala was noted for his remarkable intelligence which was
exhibited at a young age 3

in 1091logi the famous nizamulmulk made thirty three year old al ghazalighazala

director of the equally famous nizamiyyah madarash college located at
baghdad there al ghazalighazala taught islamic jurisprudence fiahfiqh and theol-
ogy kalam and made significant contributions in several other fields

although successful ghazalighazala became increasingly dissatisfied with his
very acceptable expositions 1341144 in addition he had serious doubts about
how the theologians and philosophers of his day relied on obtaining
knowledge rationally after his friend nizamulmulk was assassinated in

1095 al ghazalighazala left his teaching position for over a decade and did not
return until he felt he had found the way to acquire knowledge of truth 5

after his return al ghazalighazala wrote his autobiography al munqidh mmmin al
dalal deliverance from error detailing his experience in his account
al ghazalighazala describes the general atmosphere of his time an atmosphere of
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religious ferment and contradictory claims which led to his intense
search for truth and certainty

you must know and may god most high perfect you in the right way
and soften your hearts to receive the truth that the different religious obser-
vances and religious communities of the human race and likewise the differ-
ent theological systems of the religious leaders with all the multiplicity of
sects and variety of practices constitute ocean depths in which the majority
drown and only a minority reach safety each separate group thinks that it
alone is saved

from my early youth since I1 attained the age of puberty before I1 was
twenty until the present time when I1 am over fifty 6 I1 have recklessly
launched out into the midst of these ocean depths I1 have ever bravely
embarked on this open sea throwing aside all craven caution I1 have poked into
every dark recess I1 have made an assault on every problem I1 have plunged
into every abyss I1 have scrutinized the creed of every sect I1 have tried to lay
bare the inmost doctrines of every community all this have I1 done that I1

might distinguish between true and false between sound tradition and
heretical innovation 7

the motivation behind al Ghaghazalighazalfsghazalazalizail s quest for certainty is reminiscent
of jacob s statement in the book of mormon that the spirit speakethspeaketh the
truth and lieth not wherefore it speakethspeaketh of things as they really are
jacob 413 al ghazalighazala explained his search in similar terms what I1 am

looking for is knowledge of what things really are so I1 must undoubtedly
try to find what knowledge really is he affirmed that this type of knowl-
edge must be a sure and certain knowledge in which no doubt remains
along with it that no possibility of error or illusion accompanies it and
that the mind cannot even entertain such a supposition 8

before leaving his position at nizamiyyah al ghazalighazala experienced a
period of extreme skepticism during this time al ghazalighazala questioned even
his senses in a dialectic conversation with sense perception al ghazalighazala

determined at one point that

only those intellectual truths which are first principles or derived from first
principles are to be relied upon such as the assertion that ten are more than
three

sense perception replied do you not expect that your reliance on
intellectualtruthsintellectual truths will fare like your reliance on sense perception

do you not see it said how when you are asleep you believe
things and imagine circumstances holding them stable and enduring and so
long as you are in that dream condition have no doubts about them and is
it not the case that when you awake you know that all you have imagined and
believed is unfounded and ineffectual why then are you confident that all
your waking beliefs whether from sense or intellect are genuine

al ghazalighazala concluded that perhaps life in this world is a dream by com-
parison with the world to comecome9comee hence al ghazalighazala reached a critical
point of questioning even axiomatic truths such as the mathematical
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assertion that ten is more than three during this two month period of
complete skepticism al ghazalighazala felt as if he were suffering a disease from
which he needed to be healed 10

he subsequently limited his search for truth to the teachings of four
groups that he viewed as seeking sure knowledge al ghazalighazala hoped one of
these groups would provide certainties that could also possibly cure him
of his disease these groups were i the theologians 14exponents of thought
and intellectual speculation 11 2 the batiniyahBatiniyah who derived truth from
an infallible leader imamimam1212

3 the philosophers exponents of logic
and demonstration 13 and 4 the suns or mystics who possess vision and
intuitive understanding 14 according to al ghazalighazala the truth cannot lie
outside these four classes 111515

for several years before leaving teaching al ghazalighazahghadah carefully investi-
gated the first three of these groups of seekers after reading all of the theo-
logical works extant in his day and writing a few of his own al ghazalighazala
concluded that

theology was not adequate to my case and was unable to cure the malady of
which I1 complained the theologians did not deal with the question
of attaining certain knowledge thoroughly in their thinking and conse-

quently did not arrive at results sufficient to dispel universally the darkness of
confusion due to the different views of men 16

turning to the batiniyahBatiniyah al ghazalighazahghadah concluded that these seekers could
not know for certain whether the imam was infallible and therefore
could not fully rely on what the imam said according to al ghazalighazala

the astonishing thing is that they this groups adherents squander their lives
in searching for the instructor and in boasting that they have found him
yet without learning anything at all from him they are like a man smeared
with filth who so wearies himself with the search for water that when he
comes upon it he does not use it but remains smeared with dirt 17

in philosophy al ghazalighazahghadah encountered a science with which he was less
familiar realizing that to refute a system before understanding it and
becoming acquainted with its depths is to act blindly he set out in all
earnestness to acquire a knowledge of philosophy from books by private
study without the help of an instructor he was able to make this study
only in his free time but he claimed within two years he had a complete
understanding of the philosophers 111818 his refutationsreputations of philosophy are
contained in the incoherence of the philosophers al ghazalighazala did not see this
science as a vehicle for attaining certain knowledge

search for the light

when al ghazalighazahghadah turned to mysticism defined here as a spiritual
experience that depends upon neither sensual nor rational method19method19 he
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again studied all of the material available to him but found that what is

most distinctive of mysticism is something which cannot be apprehended
by study but only by immediate experience by ecstasy and by a moral
change 32020120 al ghazalighazala s investigation into mysticism demonstrates his pro-
found spiritual nature his sincere desire to please god and to determine
the best possible course for attaining certainty

it had already become clear to me that I1 had no hope of bliss of the
world to come save through a god fearing life and the withdrawal of myself
from vain desire it was clear to me too that the key to all this was to sever the
attachment of the heart to worldly things by leaving the mansion of decep-
tion and returning to that of eternity and to advance towards god most high
with all earnestness

one day I1 would form the resolution to quit baghdad and get rid of
these adverse circumstances the next day I1 would abandon my resolution

for nearly six months I1 was continually tossed about between the
attractions of worldly desires and the impulses towards eternal life in july
109511095 the matter ceased to be one of choice and became one of compulsion
god caused my tongue to dry up so that I1 was prevented from lecturing

this impediment in my speech produced grief in my heart and at the
same time my power to digest and assimilate food and drink was impaired
I1 could hardly swallow soup or digest a single mouthful of food my pow-
ers became so weakened that the doctors gave up all hope of successful
treatment

after openly expressing a desire to leave I1 distributed what wealth
I1 had retaining only as much as would suffice myself and provide sustenance
for my children

in due course I1 entered damascus and there I1 remained for nearly two
years with no other occupation than the cultivation of retirement and soli-
tude together with religious and ascetic exercises as I1 busied myself purify-
ing my soul improving my character and cleansing my heart for the
constant recollection of god most high as I1 had learnt from my study of
mysticism

at length I1 made my way from damascus to the holy house that is

jerusalem

next there arose in me a prompting to fulfillfulfil the duty of the pilgrimage
gain the blessings of mecca and medina

I1 continued at this stage for the space of ten years and during these
periods of solitude there were revealed to me things innumerable and
unfathomable 21

al ghazalighazala found that in mysticism the certainty he was seeking did
not come about by systematic demonstration or marshaled argument but
by a light which god most high cast into my breast 01221122312222 interestingly this
sounds very much like the language of revelation in fact joseph smiths
experience in some ways parallels that ofofalal ghazalighazala the prophet was also
confronted by the contradictions of the various religions of his day and
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sought the light of revelation furthermore joseph smith like al ghazalighazala
received the answer to his question not through rational processes but in
a revelation experienced beyond the intellectual level

after his spiritual experience al ghazalighazala struggled with his decision to
return to his profession at length he felt divinely prompted to move back
to nishapurNishapur just south of tus and continue teaching however he knew
he was a different person from the one who had left many years earlier

now I1 am calling men to the knowledge whereby worldly success is given up
and its low position in the scale of real worth is recognized this is now my
intention my aim my desire god knows that this is so it is my earnest long-
ing that I1 may make myself and others better I1 believe there is no
power and no might save with god the high the mighty and that I1 do not
move of myself but am moved by him I1 do not work of myself but am used
by him 23

al ghazalisghazalfs spiritual odyssey

al ghazalighazala wrote many books that have had an enormous impact on
islam one of his most influential contributions is the seminal multi
volume ihyachya ulumvummum aldinal din the revivification of the religious sciences in
this work al ghazalighazala sought to share his insights in order to infuse into the
religious practices of his day which he felt were more mechanical than
sincere a stronger emphasis on the meanings behind worship and duty
al ghazalighazala desired that muslims worship god in their hearts and not
just in their actions in his introductory book to the ihyachya the bidayathidayat
al hidayahhidayat the beginning of guidance al ghazalighazala counseled the wor
shipper to perform numerous practices to keep religion alive in the heart
here are just a few examples

on waking from sleep in waking from sleep endeavor to be awake
before daybreak let the first activity of the heart and tongue be the mention
of god most high

on ablutions al ghazalighazala cited many prayers to be performed while
washing in preparation for any of the five mandatory prayers if a man
says these prayers during his ablution his sins have departed from all parts of
his body a seal has been set upon his ablution it has been raised to beneath
the throne ofgod and unceasingly praises and hallows god while the reward
of that ablution is recorded for him to the day of resurrection

going to the mosque when you walk to the mosque walk easily and
calmly and do not hurry say as you go 0 god by those who beseech thee

I1 ask thee to deliver me from the fire and to forgive my sins for there is

none that forgivethforgiveth sins save thee
going to sleep when you want to go to sleep lay out your bed pointing

to mecca and sleep on your right side the side on which the corpse reclines
in the tomb sleep is the similitude of death and waking of the resurrection
perhaps god most high will take your spirit this night so be prepared to meet
him by being in a condition of purity when you sleep
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the worship if your heart is not attentive and your members not at
rest this is because of your defective knowledge of the majesty of god most
high he counseled worshipers to picture themselves being watched by ser-
vants of god

fasting when you fast do not imagine that fasting is merely abstain-
ing from food and drink rather perfect fasting consists in restraining
all the members from what god most high disapproves

when you have understood what it means to fast do so as much
as you can for it is the foundation of devotional practices and the key to
good works 24

in the beginning of guidance al ghazalighazala also gave counsel still perti-
nent today on identifying and avoiding the worst sins of the heart the eyes
ears and tongue of every person he declared will witness for or against
them on the day of judgment therefore he warned we should guard
against certain actions among the eight related to the tongue are these

lying keep your tongue from lying whether in earnest or in jest

breaking promises take care not to promise something and then fail to
perform it

backbitingBackbiting the meaning of backbitingbackbiting is the mention of matters
concerning a man which he would dislike were he to hear them the person
who does this is a backbiter and wicked even if what he says is true

with respect to the sins of the heart al ghazalighazala wrote

envy the envious man is the one who is pained when god most
high out of the treasures of his might bestowsbestons on one of his servants
knowledge or wealth or popularity or some piece of good fortune and who
therefore wants that favour taken away from the other person even though
he himself will not obtain any advantage from his removal this is the
depths of evil

hypocrisy it consists in your quest for such a place in the hearts of
people that you thereby obtain influence and respect the love of influence is
one of the desires given rein to and through it many people go to destruc-
tion yet people are destroyed only by themselves

pride arrogance boastfulness this is the chronic disease it is man s con-
sideration of himself with the eye of self glorification and self importance
and his consideration of others with the eye of contempt every one who
considers himself better than one of the creatures of god most high is arro-
gant your belief that you are better than others is sheer ignorance
rather you ought not to look at anyone without considering that he is better
than you and superior to you 255

concluding observations

in september 1832 the lord revealed to the prophet joseph smith at
kirtland that the spirit giveth light to every man that cometh into the
world and the spirit enlightenethenlighteneth every man through the world that
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hearkenethhearkeneth to the voice of the spirit dacd&c 8446 As I1 have studied and
written about al ghazalighazala the truth of this scripture has become ever clearer
to me the lord has touched and inspired many individuals in islam as in
many other religious traditions on february 151519781978 the first presidency
under the direction of president kimball issued an official statement titled
gods love for all mankind which affirms this truth

the great religious leaders of the world such as mohammed confucius
and the reformers as well as philosophers including socrates plato and
others received a portion of gods light moral truths were given to them by
god to enlighten whole nations and to bring a higher level of understanding
to individuals

similarly alma 298 teaches for behold the lord doth grant unto all
nations of their own nation and tongue to teach his word yea in wisdom
all that he seeth fit that they should have therefore we see that the lord
doth counsel in wisdom according to that which is just and true

much like the religious leaders mentioned in the first presidency s

statement al ghazalighazala was a sincere individual who received a portion of
gods light his search for truth and religious certainty parallels the spiri-
tual yearnings of many religious figures including joseph smith who
dissatisfied with their circumstances and environment sought heavenly
guidance this brief glimpse into al ghazalis life demonstrates yet again
the love and wisdom the lord sheds upon all who diligently seek his aid
furthermore individuals such as al ghazalighazala invariably serve a higher pur-
pose to lift and bless as many of gods children as possible
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8 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 19 20 the idea ofcertainty comes from the ara-
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edward william lane an arabic english lexicon 8 parts new york frederick ungar
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